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      Although there are many introductory geomorphology books, this latest contribution from Professors Gregory and Lewin is an excellent addition to the genre. They ask fundamental questions on the nature of scientific enquiry in geomorphology, on the burgeoning field of complexity studies and its interface with traditional geomorphological questions, and on the ways in which geomorphic processes relate to real world problems. The chapter on the Anthropocene illustrates well the variety of perspectives that geomorphologists have on this latest theme in geomorphology.
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      As Geomorphology has matured as a discipline, so it has developed a range of concepts which are fundamental for understanding it. This book, written by two leading geomorphologists, provides a very welcome first attempt to explain the major concepts in a concise and accessible way.




  
          Andrew Goudie, Emeritus Professor of Geography




              


    
      



 


 
      Geomorphology and Earth sciences in general have been profoundly transformed by ideas that expand our vision from “normal” or “equilibrium” forms and developmental pathways (with exceptions to the pattern treated as deviations) to a much richer vision. The latter recognizes multiple possible pathways and outcomes, and landscapes and landforms that encompass, but transcend, classical equilibrium notions. Basics of Geomorphology is to my knowledge the first and only geography or geology textbook that fully embraces this new vision.
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      This book provides a very accessible overview of the discipline of geomorphology that is well supported by web-based material. The text is up-to-date, with excellent reference to relevant literature, and presents the discipline in an interesting and novel way. It provides a very readable and informative introduction to the discipline for senior undergraduates, postgraduates and researchers approaching the subject from other areas of science.




  
          Angela Gurnell




              


    
      



 


 
      In the current millennium humans have reached a critical point for coping with the surface of their planet, including its changing climate and environments, the alarming vulnerability to its hazards, and the increasingly complex problems of sustainability.
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      ‘Geomorphologists often struggle to understand and see the relevance of philosophy.  This book provides an ideal introduction to geomorphological concepts packaged in a user-friendly and non-threatening way’.




  
          Heather Viles




              


    
      



 


 
      At a time when Earth’s surface is changing rapidly, a geomorphology text centering on systems concepts, including interactions and adjustments, is especially timely.  While grounded in key concepts of the discipline, this text prepares students for confronting new challenges ahead, including increasing human interactions in the “Anthropocene.”
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      Understanding geomorphologic concepts has become more important in recent years given the increase in various environmental issues. Gregory (president, British Society for Geomorphology) and Lewin (formerly, Aberystwyth University) have written a useful, moderate-sized textbook on the subject supported by an extensive companion website. The website contains PDF files of each chapter,including tables and diagrams, chapter synopses, and citations from Progress in Physical Geography that are not available in the book.



  
          M. S. Field, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency




              


    
      



 


 
      Its focus is the core principles of geomorphology. It is an impressive survey of the philosophy and historiography of the discipline, with dense and readable introductions to topics as diverse as cycles, landforms, uniformitarianism, the Anthropocene, and geomorphic hazards... This thought-provoking book is an anchor for serious students who are seeking those skills, afloat in the internet age.




  
          Chris Pyle, Lancaster Royal Grammar School




              


    
      



 


 
      The book is very specific for geomorphology and gives a great (and definitely needed!) overview of the principal concepts of geomorphology. However, for our course on "Advanced physical geography" this is a little bit too specific, as we rather teach and discuss specific processes (coastal etc.) than concepts.

However, I plan to use the book for the introduction to physical geography and will recommend it for every future bachelor thesis on geomorphology.




  
          Dr Kirsten von Elverfeldt




              


    
      



 


 
      The text is a good overview of the main principles underpinning the study of landforms and processes. It is well structured and it clearly explains concepts that are abstract in terms that students can understand, with examples that are relevant to applied aspects of the discipline. It creates a strong sense of the history of geomorphology and its future developments. It is well pitched at undergraduate students and highly recommended for those studying geomorphology and physical geography.




  
          Dr Iain Cross




              


    
      



 


 
      "Key concepts - the basics of geomorphology" is a nice and concise summary of the topic. The combination with the web resources in innovative, however, some more references in the printed text would have been good. What I like specifically is the systems context (section A) and the system adjustments (section C). This is a clear difference to classical works of other scholars. The price-performance ratio makes it also affordable for the students. Highly recommended.




  
          Professor Sven Fuchs
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